Abstract: Membrane bioreactors (MBRs) are now main stream wastewater treatment technologies. In recent times, novel pressure driven rotating membrane disc modules have been specially developed that induce high shear on the membrane surface, thereby reducing fouling. Previous research has produced dead-end filtration fouling model which combines all three classical mechanisms that was later used by another researcher as a starting point for a greatly refined model of a cross flow side-stream MBR that incorporated both hydrodynamics and soluble microbial products' (SMP) effects. In this study, a comprehensive fouling model was created based on this earlier work that incorporated all three classical fouling mechanisms for a rotating MBR system. It was tested and validated for best fit using appropriate data sets. The initial model fit appeared good for all simulations, although it still needs to be calibrated using further appropriate data sets.
Introduction
Membrane bioreactors (MBRs) are now main stream wastewater treatment technologies used extensively for both municipal and industrial situations. In recent times pressure driven rotating membrane disc modules have been specially developed that have high shear effects on the membrane OPEN ACCESS surface thereby reducing associated fouling whilst minimising energy usage. These systems have been shown to yield high permeate flux in the ultra-filtration range [1] . The reason for their good performance is the very high shear rate of approximately 2 × 10 5 s −1 which prevents cake formation and concentration polarisation [2] . However, this is not limited to rotating MBRs only. Vibration systems are known to also produce high shears with a maximum membrane shear rate of 1.4 × 10 5 s −1 for fluids having viscosities comparable to that of water [2, 3] . The shear rate at the membrane in these vibratory systems is created by the inertia of the retentate which moves at 180 degrees out of phase with the membrane and is a sinusoidal time variant [2] . Rotary filtration systems come in many forms, some of which are bespoke where a rotating disc operates near a stationary circular membrane disc or systems where the membrane module rotates on a single shaft driven by a motor. Experimental studies reported so far include filtration of mineral suspension [4] , black liquor [1] and skimmed milk [5] . Sarkar and Bhattacharjee [6] presented a semi analytical model based on the evaluation of back transport flux, which was later refined by Sarkar et al. [7] . Conversely the shear stresses occurring near the surface of a rotating disc located adjacent to a stationary circular membrane encased in a cylindrical housing was modelled by means of computational fluid dynamics by Torras et al. [8] . A similar study for a rotational cross-flow membrane bioreactor was undertaken by Bentzen et al. [9] . In a related study, Engler and Mark [10] investigated the fouling mechanism of a rotating membrane disc as a function of operating conditions. Finally, using rotating ceramic membrane discs which were fouled by sludge, Jørgensen et al. [11] showed the dependence of shear on fouling and ultimately presented a model that linked the shear rate to the limiting flux.
Unfortunately like any other system filtering activated sludge, a defining issue of rotating membrane systems is the decline of permeate flux with time. This is mostly attributed to the phenomenon known as concentration polarisation with associated fouling problems. The true origin of fouling has yet to be fully defined, although many researchers widely acknowledge that SMP (soluble microbial products) and EPS (extracellular polymeric substances) are the most likely fouling agents [12] . This is since the build-up of SMP and EPS can cause reduction in membrane permeability [13, 14] . Additional factors affecting fouling mechanisms include; Scaling, biofilm formation, operating conditions such as pH, temperature and flow rates, solution properties such as particle size distribution [12] . Different approaches have also been developed for modelling the physical and biological aspects of membrane fouling in a normal non-rotating MBR system. A main one was developed by Hermia [15] where a power law model is used to distinguish between different fouling mechanisms, namely cake filtration, intermediate pore blockage, pore constriction and complete pore blockage. Meng et al. [16] established the fractal permeation model while Liu et al. [17] presented the empirical hydrodynamic model. Furthermore, Duclos-Orsello et al. [18] introduced a dead-end filtration fouling model that combined the first three classical fouling mechanisms mentioned by Hermia [15] that was later used by Paul [19] as a starting point for a greatly refined model for a cross flow side-stream MBR that incorporated both hydrodynamics and SMP effects.
Despite several experimental studies, modelling and simulation of a rotating membrane module is still a nascent topic to date. This is mainly attributed to the poor understanding and great complexity of the hydrodynamics involved. Since mathematical modelling can be used to simulate flux decline and thus potentially afford a greater understanding of the membrane fouling mechanisms involved, the aims of this research work was to create: (i) A fully comprehensive fouling model incorporating all three classical fouling mechanisms for a rotating MBR system; (ii) The model would also incorporate the rotational hydrodynamics and SMP effects; and (iii) Full data sets would be used to validate and calibrate it under short and medium term filtration conditions.
Theoretical Modelling Approach
Using the power law for non-Newtonian fluids, such as activated sludge, the viscosity (Pa s) of mixed liquor suspended solids (MLSS) in a MBR is proportional to the shear rate as depicted in Equation (1) [9] .
To calculate the shear rate over the rotating membrane, consideration must be given to the type flow through the membrane module. The shear rate based on different flow regimes is computed using Equation (2) [20] . • r .
• ν .
Firstly, it was assumed that the pores were cylindrical and uniformly distributed throughout the membrane, so that fluid flow could be described by Hagen-Poiseuille flow. Hence, pore constriction occurs through all open pores, and gradually the membrane surface becomes obstructed by aggregates forming a somewhat uneven blocked area. Once the pores are blocked by aggregates pore constriction is stopped. Consequently, a cake layer will form over any blocked area. The resistance of this deposit layer is time dependent with regions of greatest resistance delivering the smallest flux. However, in reality the actual membrane fouling process is extremely complex in nature with usually all effects simultaneously occurring. Nevertheless, to simplify the model the above assumptions are made as well as overlooking the effect of frictional forces and temperature. Figure 1 shows the combined fouling mechanisms in the model. In a similar manner to the reformulation of the Duclos-Orsello et al. [18] model undertaken by Paul [19] , the bulk concentration Cb (g/L) is replaced by the MLSS concentration, CMLSS (g/L). Although in order to facilitate later model descriptions, the term Cb does still appear in later discussions.
Assuming the membrane rotates around a fixed axis (here defined as an imaginary straight line passing through the shaft) with angular velocity, ω, and using the pore constriction model, the unblocked flux, Ju (m s , as shown in Equation (3) [18, 19] .
As the membrane fouls with time, the unblocked area also decreases at the same rate, and the rate of unblocked area reduction is given in Equation (4) .
Assuming that at time t = 0, the initial unblocked area through the membrane is Au0 (m 2 ), then by integrating Equation (4) between the time filtration boundaries, Equation (5) is derived.
By combining Equations (3) and (5), the volumetric flow rate (Qu, m 3 /s) through open pores can be calculated as shown in Equation (6) .
The blocked flux, Jb (m.s ), can be calculated from Equation (7) using Darcy's law and a resistance in-series approach, whilst the trans-membrane pressure (TMP), can be expressed in terms of density and angular velocity in Equation (8) [20] .
Once the pore constriction stops at time, tb, the time at which a pore was first blocked, Rin,b can be calculated from Equation (9) [18] .
The resistance of the particles deposited increases with time due to the growth in mass (or thickness) of the cake layer, and within the cake filtration model, the resistance Rb is determined in Equation (10) .
Assuming, no loss in area, the blocked area, Ab (m 2 ), is given by Equation (11), and is directly proportional to the unblocked area Au (m 2 ) at time tb.
At low rotational speeds, the flow is considered laminar and by combining Equations (1), (2), (7)-(9) and (11), the volumetric flow rate (Qb, m 3 /s) through the blocked pores is given by Equation (12) .
Hence the total volumetric flow rate through the membrane is expressed as the summation of the flow rate through the unblocked Qu and blocked Qb pores respectively as shown in Equation (13) .
Hydrodynamic Regime
When describing the hydrodynamic regime in this model, the air scouring flux, Jair (m/s), is a key parameter for the management and prevention of membrane fouling in most submerged MBR systems. As such, cake layer growth rate depends on the scouring energy induced by the aeration. Furthermore, rotation in rotating MBRs produces a torque which induces additional shear effects to reduce fouling on the membrane surface. Rightfully so, since the rotating MBR has a very low rotational speed of 2.09 rad/s (or 20 revolutions per minute), the aforementioned scenario and ensuing equations will be correct. However, it is worth mentioning that at very high rotational speeds there is a high possibility that the air scouring effect will be significantly much less than that induce by rotation. The net total effect on the membrane responsible for reducing fouling can tentatively be calculated by the summation of the air scouring and rotational effects. However in hindsight, at some point during the filtration process, these two effects work in opposite directions. This fact alone ultimately poses a physical limitation to the model since a completely isolated hydrodynamic study of the shear stresses will be required, which is not the scope of this study. In the aforementioned scenario, the cake's resistance is consequently decreased to allow the system to gain flux due to these membrane cleaning effects. To account for these changes, an additional removal term was added to the rate of membrane blocked area as shown in Equation (14), and was defined as the flux induced by the air scouring flow combined with rotational effects. This additional removal term is also in-line with Liang et al. [21] cake's formulation equation which accounted for the change in reversible fouling due to cake build-up. An analogous reformulation is found in Equation (14) but includes air scouring and rotational effects.
Subsequently, the blocked area, Ab (m 2 ), is mathematically given by Equation (15) .
Soluble Microbial Products' (SMP) Inclusion
To account for variations in the sludge properties, it was assumed that the concentration of MLSS as CMLSS was directly proportional to the concentration of SMPs, CSMP, on the membrane surface. CSMP (g/L) is calculated in accordance with the model of Giraldo and Le Chevallier [22] as shown in Equation (16) .
Thus, differentiating Equation (3) yields the unblocked flux in Equation (17) with SMP effects included.
Constant Flow/Varying Trans-Membrane Pressure (TMP) Mode
As TMP increases, the total available area for permeate will decrease at a uniform rate such that there exists a time constant, tc (s
) < 1/t, that yields Equation (18) where the time constant is proportional to initial flux.
Using a Taylor's expansion of order 1, Equation (18) reduces conveniently into Equation (19) .
However, this reformulation has an extreme limitation in that simulated values will be under estimated after a certain period of time due to the truncation induced by the Taylor's expansion term. For the same Kα, both the reformulation and original area model will exhibit almost similar behaviour so long as the following is true: 0 <
• ; Outside this range, it is expected that large errors of more than 10% would occur.
In this model and as experienced in practice, as the pore constriction continues, there is an exponential increase in TMP. Since total membrane resistance (Rtotal) is the summation of cake's resistance and all other mechanisms, this is approximated in the model as a constant term known as φ as shown in Equation (20) .
Equation (21) is yielded by using Darcy's law and differentiating the TMP with respect to filtration time, t.
Since the flow, Q (m 3 /s), is kept constant, dQ/dt = 0, and thus combining Equations (19)- (21), yields the final and full model formulation shown in Equations (22) and (23) . Equation (22) ) formulation via the Carman-Kozeny equation [22] . It was assumed that the particles forming the sludge floc are spherical in shape. In reality however, characteristics of activated sludge floc viewed under the microscope show a varying difference in the particles' shape. Thus, this assumption induces a limitation to the derived model.
Materials and Methods

Materials
The rotating MBR pilot unit used to generate short and medium term filtration data for testing of the fouling model consisted of a ultra-filtration (UF) module of 36 circular flat membrane sheets as shown on Figure 2 Manufactured in Taiwan, this unique, bespoke pilot unit was designed as a research tool and included all data logging and measuring system interfaces. An anoxic tank was also included for de-nitrification experiments but this option was never used for the data sets used in this study. Figure 3 shows a partial picture and set-up of this research rig in operation. Table 1 shows this unit's membrane dimensioning and a general overview of the operating conditions of the MBR system as provided by the manufacturer. 
Filtration Experiments
This MBR plant was initially seeded with activated sludge supplied by Thames Water (UK) and was semi-batch fed a synthetic wastewater made up using a standard recipe to mimic an influent source. MLSS concentrations were kept between the range of 3.34 and 4.26 g/L by periodic excess sludge wasting. The influent had an average pH of 8.2 and experiments were carried out at constant room temperature (23 °C).
Shear and Viscosity Experiments
Using the Brookfield rotating viscometer (mentioned in Section 3.1) which also acted as rheometer, measurements were taken following protocols in-line with Yang et al. [23] and Ratkovich et al. [24] . The readily designed software program for the apparatus was used for system control and collection of data. The sludge was tested at constant room temperature of 23 °C at MLSS of 4.26 g/L (although data points at MLSS range of 3.2-4.6 g/L were also analysed). Additionally, the shear stress and viscosity were carefully tested in shear rate range of 10-350 s −1
. Although full on rheology tests were not carried on the activated sludge to ascertain its properties more precisely, the data collected appeared consistent. It should be noted that at MLSS of 3.34 g/L, the viscosity readings were largely similar to those measured at 4.26 g/L with a deviation of roughly 4% on the data. Thus, both yielded fairly similar m and n values which were kept constant during simulation and this was further confirmed via sensitivity analysis (data obtained is further discussed in Section 4).
Flux Steps Filtration Tests
Flux steps tests were carried out using standard protocols in-line with Le Clech et al. [25] , with four flux steps being carried out for each variation in MLSS concentration. /s. Although data was constantly being logged, for the sake of simplicity and to keep model computation time down to a minimum, only the average data point for every 5 min of filtration time was actually used in the simulation study with the total filtration period being two hours. This meant a total of 25 data points were generated for each individual MLSS concentration. After each flux step testing, a chemical backwash was carried out with 125 mg/L worth of sodium hypochlorite solution and the membrane resistance was calculated to measure the extent of irreversible fouling. On unit start up, the clean membrane resistance was determined to be 6.26 × 10 11 m −1 , while the cake water content, τ, was found to be 0.456 on average.
SMP Inclusion Experiments
In order to study the implications of foulants (i.e., SMPs) and cake formation in relation to the MLSS concentration, after a filtration process, the total cake thickness was measured for desired bulk MLSS concentration used and was then divided by flux. This value was later referred to as cake thickness ratio. The MLSS concentrations used for cake thickness measurements varied from 1. 
Constant Flow Rate Experiments
The filtration process and ensuing experiments occurred under constant flow MBR operation. The flow rate was 8.67 × 10 −6 m 3 /s while the corresponding starting TMP was 12 kPa. In total, 25 TMP data points each averaged at 5 min interval for bulk MLSS concentrations at respectively 3.34 and 4.26 g/L were obtained and thus, plotted against the filtration time.
Results and Discussion
Shear and Viscosity Relationship
A major parameter included in this model formulation was the combined shear due to both rotation and aeration. To that end, the viscosity of the MLSS at 4.26 g/L concentration was measured at different shear rates. The rotational speed of the spindle was 20 RPM and this equated to a shear rate of 26 s −1 . Results indicated that the fluid's viscosity had decreased much faster at higher shear rate (by almost 56%), which was expected since the calculated radial Reynolds number (ReNN) showed that the flow was laminar. Furthermore, it should be noted that since activated sludge is a shear thinning fluid (as seen in literature), the rheological measurement must be kept in the laminar regime otherwise the outcome of the rheometer becomes increasingly hard to interpret.
Parameters m and n in Equation (1) which are the coefficients controlling the shear rate and viscosity respectively were determined by plotting logarithm of viscosity against logarithm of shear rate using a linear curve fitting process in Matlab. Figure 4 shows the viscosity plotted against shear rate. The coefficient m was found to be 0.0113 whilst n gave a value of 0.761. The coefficient of determination for the linear fit process was 0.968 indicating a respectable model fit. A value of n less than one indicated that the fluid had deviated from Newtonian behaviour. The value of m was considered reasonable for this type of MBR operated at a relatively low MLSS of 4.26 g/L. 
Model Validation-Hydrodynamic Regime
The earlier developed fouling model was tested for accuracy using the data generated from the unique hydrodynamic regime employed by this rotating MBR pilot unit. The bulk MLSS concentrations used for all the flux steps were 3.34 and 4.26 g/L. The flow regimes were laminar which were well within expectations since calculated ReNN values were much less than 2 × 10 5 . The air scouring coefficient, αv, and the resistance distribution, δ, were obtained via sensitivity analysis. The values found were respectively 0.0292 and 4.6 × 10 Table 2 . These aforementioned and determined values were used in all subsequent simulations to determine the best fit values for this model. To ensure validity, only the 6 most important parameters pertaining the three fouling mechanisms were used for data and curve fitting during simulations and these were f'·R', α, β, Rbo/Rm, go and kAb. These best fit simulation values were attained by minimising the sum of squared residuals between the model and the collected experimental data. This was used in conjunction with "Genetic Algorithm" function in the Matlab software package with an initial population large enough for the data set used to converge to the minimal possible error. The simulations were performed for each TMP at respectively 15, 30, 45 and 58 kPa for MLSS concentrations of 3.34 and 4.26 g/L. The term σa was calculated upon obtaining the fitting value of β since the membrane pore size was known. Table 2 This was within expectations since flux increases with increasing TMP. After two hours of filtration of a MLSS concentration 4.26 g/L, the flux had declined by 48% from its original value. Again this gradual drop in flux is as expected although not as much as theory would predict. Figure 5 shows the normalised volumetric flow rate and the total resistances ratios plotted against the filtration time at constant TMP of 15 kPa (flux step data), for MLSS concentrations of 3.34 and 4.26 g/L for the rotating membrane FUV-185-A15R; with the solid lines representing the best fit simulation data. The total resistance was calculated using Darcy's law. The resistances displayed a rather linear trend, suggesting fouling was caused by the combination of all three fouling mechanisms. A weak caking layer showcased by a relatively small Rb0, a big cake removal factor go and almost equally big blocked pores area constant kAb, suggested that fouling was dominated by pore constriction (as β >> α). Figure 6 shows the normalised volumetric flow rate and the total resistances ratios plotted versus the filtration time at constant TMP of 30 kPa (flux step data), for MLSS concentrations of 3.34 and 4.26 g/L for the rotating membrane FUV-185-A15R; with the solid lines representing the best fit simulation data. The resistance-time plot, again, seems to indicate that fouling could be attributed to the combined effect of all three mechanisms. A strong caking layer showcased by a relatively bigger Rb0 and a small cake removal factor go, all seemingly implied that fouling was dominated by both cake filtration and pore blocking mechanisms. As expected this meant that not only had the initial flux increased at higher TMPs, but also that the flux decline rate had increased with more pressure. These findings are in-line with theory since a membrane is likely to foul more quickly especially when approaching or exceeding critical flux. At a constant TMP of 58 kPa, the initial flow rate increased from 2.25 × 10 Results showed that at MLSS concentration of 4.26 g/L, the flux had still decreased considerably, and had gone down by only 62%; which is a consistent decline when compared with the 45 kPa TMP flux step data. Figure 7 depicts the effects of the fouling behaviour of FUV-185-A15R, using both the normalised volumetric flow rate and total resistance ratios for MLSS concentrations of 3.34 and 4.26 g/L at a constant TMP of 45 kPa (with the solid lines representing the best fit simulation data). Due to a colossal drop in flux, the total resistance had also increased at an exponential rate. Although fouling may have been caused by the combined effect of all three fouling mechanisms, it can be argued that the fouling was mainly dominated by pore blocking. A weak caking layer showcased by a relatively small Rb0, a very big cake removal factor go and pore blocking parameter β being roughly four times that of the pore constriction, clearly suggested that fouling was dominated by the pore blocking mechanism. Figure 8 depicts the fouling behaviour of FUV-185-A15R, by using both the normalised volumetric flow rate and total resistance ratios for MLSS concentrations of 3.34 and 4.26 g/L at constant TMP of 58 kPa. The solid lines represent the best fit data obtained from the simulation. The total resistance seemed to intrinsically increase linearly with filtration time, albeit at a much higher rate. This is arguably because fouling was caused by a combine effect of the three fouling mechanisms. Pore blocking factor α and pore constriction β are of almost equal value, suggesting neither of the two mechanisms was dominant. Furthermore, Rb0 being almost half Rm and the somewhat small blocked pores area constant kAb suggested cake filtration also took place although to a lesser degree than the other fouling mechanisms.
Overall, the modelling calculations are seemingly in reasonable agreement with the collected data, with a 25% deviation on the resistance curve at constant TMP of 45 kPa (i.e., for MLSS concentration of 4.26 g/L) for the end data points. This could be attributed to a permeate restart needed before the flux stepping was carried out due to the low batch tank fluid levels.
As a short conclusion, it was noticed that viscosity indirectly affects fouling. A less viscous mixed liquor under the same operating conditions as those experienced by higher viscous mixed liquor will likely foul less (i.e., flux likely to drop slower). This is because, generally, higher viscosities are associated to high MLSS concentrations. 
SMP Inclusion
Using Equations (16) and (17), and then by plotting logarithm of MLSS concentration against cake thickness ratio whilst also doing a linear fit using Matlab's polyfit function, the ki and єSMP Cb' values were obtained as shown in Figure 9 ; with solid line being best fit for a two hour filtration period. Simulation best fit value for єSMP.Cb' in g/L was found to be 1.054 while ki in s −1 was 0.039 respectively. At first glance, the exponential fit appears to not accurately predict SMP concentration for MLSS concentrations of 2.82, 4.12 and 4.26 g/L respectively. This is likely because their corresponding cake thickness values were simply interpolated based on other experimentally measured cake thicknesses. However, upon closer inspection, the fit seems to succinctly describe the fouling behaviour of the membrane. Thus, the model predicts that for a bigger thickness cake to form, an exponentially bigger MLSS concentration is required and with it, a subsequent increase in SMP concentration on the membrane surface. This appears to explain why higher MLSS concentrations give rise to faster total flux decline whilst membrane resistances climb rapidly at the same rate. This finding is in-line with Yuan et al. [26] study. 
Constant Flow Rate/Varying TMP Mode
The collected experimental data indicated that TMP had increased by almost 88% for MLSS of 4.26 g/L and 85% for MLSS of 3.34 g/L. An increase in TMP is a clear indication that the membrane had become progressively fouled. The fouling rate seemingly increased with bigger MLSS concentration values, as seen by higher TMP readings at MLSS concentrations. As already explained, this is likely due to the fact that at higher MLSS concentrations more caking is observed due to the higher solids content in the liquor, causing more clogging of the membrane and thus progressively increasing the TMP over time. Figure 10 shows best fit solutions for two different models that depict constant flow rate/varying TMP operation. Model 1 is derived from Equation (18) whilst Model 2 is derived from Equation (19) which relies on the truncated Taylor's expansion. Between time intervals from 30 to 90 min for MLSS concentration of 4.26 g/L, Model 2 had an error deviation of 9% on simulated data when compared with Model 1. This is a direct consequence of the Taylor's expansion truncation error. Thus, Model 2 predicted the available remaining area to be much lower than expected and so it predicts higher TMP values than Model 1. This is reflected in parameter Kα where for Model 2 it had a value of 10.53 while for Model 1 it had a value of 9.975. The bigger this value the higher the predicted TMP will be with more subsequent fouling. The shape of the curve of TMP versus time indicates that fouling was likely caused by cake filtration although initially induced by the pore constriction effects, with β found to be 16.308 for Model 1 and 17.58 for Model 2 respectively. Once again, the best fit simulation parameters for these two models were attained by using Matlab's Genetic Algorithm function. It was found that for both models kω amounted to 1.4044 × 10 
Conclusions
In this study, a unique rotating MBR fouling model was formulated from prior extensive work produced by Duclos-Orsello et al. [18] and later by Paul [19] . It was tested using relevant data sets, and the rotation efficiency in terms of fouling prevention was estimated to be 12%. This suggests that prevention of cake build-up and fouling is mostly accomplished by air scouring. New parameters related to the shear hydrodynamics, especially those describing the rotational membrane effects, were determined for the first time and seemed reasonably realistic and consistent with good agreement achieved using experimental data. This work initially indicates this model gives a decent representation and description of the fouling mechanisms occurring within a rotating MBR system. To further develop this model, it needs to be calibrated using data sets generated by the rotating MBR RPU-185 for long term filtration. Furthermore, by turning-off the rotating terms and obtaining a linear model, it can be compared to a non-rotating MBR model and, thereby, the true extent of the rotation on fouling reduction can be measured for this pilot unit.
R'
specific protein layer or cake layer resistance (m/kg); Rb resistance of solids deposit over a region of membrane (m ).
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